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1. INTRODUCTION
The Natural Resources Conservation Section of Dubai Municipality’s Environment Department
has a long-standing relationship with World Migratory Bird Day (WMBD) starting in 2007. Dubai
Municipality observed WMBD 2016 by organizing several activities in collaboration with the
Awareness Section of the Environment Department in which the theme ‘Illegal Killing, Taking
and Trade of Migratory Birds’ was highlighted.
Illegal killing, taking or trade of migratory birds is detrimental not only to the wildlife but also
society in general as it could affect tourism, health, agriculture and natural resources that
sustain human livelihoods and prosperity. These practices have been conducted in a global
scale, crisscrossing geo-political boundaries; and the UAE has not been free of such activities.
Therefore, Dubai Municipality believes it is pertinent to promote campaigns, such as WMBD, to
redefine best practices and controlling of illegal activities by cooperation and awareness-raising
in order to combat discriminatory killing, taking or trade of precious migratory birds.
Protection of migratory birds is one of the emerging topics in the region given that the United
Arab Emirates became the 123rd member state of the CMS in the year 2016. Furthermore, Dubai
Municipality has played an integral part in conservation of migratory birds long before UAE’s
accession to the CMS by promoting environmental awareness, conducting research and giving
protection to the critical arid-zone wetland in the emirates, Ras Al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary, which
serves as a safe haven for variety of plants and animals, particularly for migratory birds that
undertake exhausting journeys to find refuge in the sanctuary during the winter. Ras Al Khor
Wildlife Sanctuary has set up a benchmark in best conservation practices with recently awarded
as the best protected area in the Gulf 2015. (See full list of Dubai Municipality programmes in
Annex 6)

2. WORLD MIGRATORY BIRD DAY 2016
This year Dubai Municipality celebrated WMBD organizing several activities targeted at different
audiences: a seminar for environmental professionals and stakeholders, social media photo
contest for the general public and awareness-raising activity at the malls in Dubai for people
from all walks of life.

2.1 World Migratory Bird Day Seminar
With the theme of “Illegal Killing, Taking and Trade of Migratory Birds”, Dubai Municipality took
a significant step in raising awareness about the challenges faced by migratory birds, bringing
well-known conservation practitioners in the UAE and the Middle East to speak at the seminar
organized on the 10th of May. The speakers included: Mr. Lyle Glowka, Executive Coordinator at
the CMS Office Abu Dhabi, Dr. Ibrahim Khader, Regional Director - Middle East Division from
BirdLife International, Dr. Shaikha Salem Al Dhaheri, Executive Director of Terrestrial and Marine
Biodiversity at the Environment Agency and Ms. Muna Omran Al Shamsi, Head of the CITES
Section at Ministry of Climate Change and Environment.
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Ms. Aisha Al Murr AlMuhery, Head of Natural Resources Conservation Section, made some
opening remarks shedding more light on the conservation efforts carried out by Dubai
Municipality to protect migratory birds at Ras Al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary and other protected
areas of the city.
The event showcased displays by Dubai Customs, Falcon Heritage and Sports Centre and
Veterinary Services Section – Public Health and Services of the Department of Dubai
Municipality. The displays illustrated the work carried out in the Emirate of Dubai to regulate
illegal killing, taking and trade of migratory birds in the UAE. (please see Section 6, Picture
Gallery)
A total of 103 participants were recorded this year (Annex 2). The venue was the Falcon
Heritage and Sports center which volunteers every year to provide a forum to the Environment
Department for WMBD celebrations. Falcon Heritage and Sports Centre has served previously as
a suitable venue not only because of excellent auditorium facilities for workshops; but also
continuously being a committed partner in organising various seminars and workshops for the
Environment Department, providing staff support and technical assistance during the event.
Lush – Fresh Handmade Cosmetics donated gifts for a raffle draw during the seminar, which
demonstrates the level of engagement and interest of companies in environmental related
initiatives by establishing new relationships with Dubai Municipality.

The Speakers
As a result of careful research on the relevant speakers and after several correspondence, the
following speakers were invited to talk more about their work and experiences:
1) Mr. Lyle Glowka commended the long-standing observance of the World Migratory Bird
Day by the Environment Department of Dubai Municipality as a statement of its loyalty
towards the ideas behind AEWA-CMS.
2) Dr. Ibrahim Khader informed the audience about the ill-fate of migratory birds which are
often subject to illegal killing and captivity. He drew attention to IKB (illegal, Killing of
birds) and the initiatives of BirdLife International to address this issue in the Middle East.
3) Ms. Muna Omran Al Shamsi spoke about threats migratory birds face across the world
highlighting the regulations implemented by the Ministry of Environment and Climate
Change to control illegal trade of migratory birds in the UAE.
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4) The seminar covered the efforts undertaken locally in the Emirates of Dubai, with Dr.
Shaikha Salem Al Dhaheri noting the conservation challenges faced by migratory birds
and the scope of opportunities to protect these temporary visitors which had journeyed
long distances ever since the existence of the planet Earth, dazzling people with their
beauty and magnificence.
The Workshop
A workshop which applied the “Systems Thinking” approach conducted by Esmat El Faki, Senior
Nature Conservation Officer, was well received by the audience at the seminar. The audience
broke out into groups, each identifying the gaps in the illegal, killing taking and trade of
migratory birds using systems thinking. The groups actively participated and brainstormed new
opportunities and scope for new relationships between different systems that have a stake in
the illegal trade and captivity of migratory birds.
The following guidelines questions were presented to the audience to help in the analysis
process:
•

Outline all the possible systems which have a stake in illegal killing, taking and trade of
migratory birds in the UAE.

•

Identify the role of each system.

•

Connect the different systems and their relation with each other.

•

Identify the Gaps in the systems.

•

Brainstorm what leadership role each system can take to combat illegal, killing, taking
and trade of migratory birds.

Workshop Outcomes
The brainstorming resulted in complex diagrams (Annex 5) with inter-woven relationships
between different sub-systems within one larger system that governs trading of migratory birds.
Most of the working groups identified ‘lack of communications’ and ‘lack of sharing of
knowledge’ as the main gaps in the system. As a solution, it was unanimously decided by all the
groups to invite end-users and community leaders for a training workshop to educate them
about the existing regulation on the trade and taking of migratory birds
The below recommendations were presented:
-

Promote cooperation between different entities and formation of committee to
represent each entity within the system.
Ensure unified legislation and its implementation within different emirates.
Strengthen international cooperation and support.
Strengthen awareness and capacity building among the end users.
Implement stringent law enforcements by the concerned authorities.
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2.2 Social Media Photo Contest
Dubai Municipality realized that in order to combat illegal killing, taking and trade of migratory
birds, there is a need to involve and educate end users, communities and citizens of UAE to
spread the message at the grass-root level. With this aim, a Social Media Photo Contest (Figure
7) was organized (between 3rd May till 7th May)by the Awareness Section of Dubai Municipality’s
Environment Department, which demonstrated how its outreach effort targeted the country’s
citizens with the theme “Protection of Migratory Birds in the UAE”. The contest received an
excellent response from the public which resulted in array of impressive pictures of migratory
birds with the hashtag #WMBD_Photo_Contest_Dubai_2016. A total of 118 people participated
and the three winners (Annex 4) were awarded with valuable prices as below:
First Winner: Go Pro Black Edition
The winner was Mr. Dhammika Indranath. The jury awarded the picture as first prize as the
Eurasian Spoonbill is one of the true migrants which are seen in the UAE during the winter
season. The picture posted by Mr. Dhammika depicts a sense of freedom the spoonbills enjoy at
Ras Al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary which is a protected area in the UAE and a sanctuary for many
migratory birds.
Second Winner: Samsung Tablet
The winner was Ms. Salma Al Suwaidi. The Jury awarded the second winner noting Kentish
Plover as one of the important migratory birds which breeds in the UAE. The picture reflects
that the Kentish Plovers are safe and fully protected for the next generation to flourish in the
wild instead of being caged and deprived of freedom.
Third Winner: Samsung camera
The winner was Mohammed Shafi. The jury found the lighting technique very creative.
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2.3 Mall Awareness Activity
Dubai Municipality organized an awareness-raising activity on the 12th of May 2016, between 4
pm to 9 pm, at the Bin Sougat Mall to extend WMBD celebrations (Section 6.2, Picture Gallery).
A booklet was especially produced and distributed to the visitors at the mall providing
information on WMBD and interesting facts about a few selected migratory birds found in the
UAE. The visitors were encouraged to read the booklets and then test their knowledge by taking
a fun-filled quiz about migratory birds. The quiz was an excellent way to engage the people in an
interactive face to face discussion with the conservation officers and bird specialist of Dubai
Municipality. The DM staff raised the spirits of the participants by giving away gifts to people
who attempted the quiz.
As a side event, a falconer with a Saker Falcon from Royal Shaheen Events also joined the event
and contributed to the cause of conservation of migratory birds by allowing people to have
pictures with the Saker Falcon as a memoir of the WMBD celebrations 2016.
The booklets are still being distributed at the Ras Al Khor Wildlife Sanctuary and will continue to
be distributed till the end of May 2016.

3. OUTREACH AND MARKETING
An email invitation was sent to the previous participants and professionals who indicated
interest in the events organized by Dubai Municipality’s Environment Department. To ensure
confirmation from participants, several follow ups with the invitees were carried out over a
telephone call.
Dubai Municipality sent invitations to various universities in the United Arab Emirates with the
following who confirmed participation: University of Sharjah, Ghurair University, and Zayed
University. Gems Private School was provided special invitation for their conservation efforts
and continuous participation in events organized by Dubai Municipality. Most of the universities
indicated that students were not able to attend due to examinations period which resulted in
few universities that were able to attend the seminar.
Dubai Municipality promoted the event by placing posters (Annex 1) on Ras Al Khor Wildlife
Sanctuary which is an ideal location to attract several bird enthusiast, environment
professionals, and other professionals who care about nature and the environment. The
photography contest and the WMBD video contest (Annex 3) was also promoted at the hides
and through emails to internal staff as well as external partners. The event was also published
on the Dubai Municipality’s desktop which is viewed across the organization by approximately
4000 employees.
The Social Media Photo Contest not only proved to be effective in educating and raising
awareness of the migratory birds but also as a great marketing tool to attract people and
participants for the different WMBD activities organized by Dubai Municipality. In addition,
Dubai Municipality’s Social Media Drive included a total of 21 postings on Facebook, Twitter and
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Instagram respectively; which acted as a medium for invitations and interesting information on
WMBD. (Please see section 5)

4. FEEDBACK ON WMBD SEMINAR
Every year, an evaluation is conducted to receive feedback from the attendees of WMBD
Seminar that helps the Natural Resources Conservation Section to improve the experience and
quality of the events organised by Dubai Municipality. The feedback is used to enhance the
quality of services Dubai Municipality offers and takes the suggestions provided by its
supporters into consideration which adds value in the designing process of the future events.

4.1 General feedback
A general questionnaire regarding the seminar and workshop content was circulated amongst
the participants with 58.7% strongly agreed that overall the forum was well organized and
67.39% found the event useful. 47.83% strongly agreed that the seminar provided valuable
insights in the discussed topics and its application, 52.17% strongly agreed that the forum was
an opportunity to network with influential individuals from the business community and 73.19%
strongly agreed that the venue was appropriate for the event. The below graph represents the
complete statistics.

Figure 1: Graphical representation of general feedback on the seminar
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4.2 Feedback on workshop
The audience actively took part in workshop discussion with 73.9% strongly agreed that the
material covered was relevant to their role and 76.09% strongly agreed that the material
covered was relevant to their area of business. The below graphical representation summarizes
the complete statistics of the questionnaire on the workshop contents.

Figure2: Graphical representation of feedback on workshop contents.
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4.3 Recommendations and suggestions for improvement
The feedback received from the attendees noted the need for better time-keeping on
presentations. While other written comments included areas of improvement, specifically
noting dissatisfaction with technical and IT support. However, the majority were satisfied with
the seminar, expressing strong satisfaction with opportunities to network, build new
partnerships, as well as the friendly and comfortable atmosphere that kept the attendees
enthusiastic throughout the workshop. Dubai municipality values the feedback from its
attendees and will take them into consideration to improve the quality of services in the future
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events. The suggestions received are recorded and will be presented in the staff meeting where
DM will identify the areas of improvements as per its customers expectations.

5. MEDIA COVERAGE
WMBD seminar, WMBD social media photo contest and mall awareness activity were promoted
on Dubai Municipality’s social media with 21 postings on each platform; where it reached total
of 131 likes on Twitter, 3,736 likes on Instagram and 2,026 on Facebook, respectively.(For
complete Social Media statistics see Figure 6)
Several media newspapers covered the event including: 7 days (Figure 11), The National (Figure
12) and Emirates Today (Figure 13). Radio station, Al Rabiya, hosted a talk by Ms. Aisha Almurr
Al Muhery on 9thMay.
Figure 6: WMBD Social Media Statistics
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Figure 7: Media partners
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Figure 8: Dubai Municipality Instagram Outreach
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Figure 9: Dubai Municipality Twitter Outreach

Figure 10: Dubai Municipality Facebook outreach
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Figure 11: 7’ Days coverage on WMBD – 12th May 2016
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Figure 12: Al Bayan – 10 May 2016

Figure 13: Emirates Today – 11th May 2016
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6. PICTURE GALLERY
6.1 World Migratory Bird Day 2016 Seminar
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6.2 Mall Awareness Activity
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7. ANNEXURE
Annex 1: World Migratory Bird Day 2016 Poster
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Annex 2: List of some organisations that attended the event.
S. No

Organisation
1 Dubai Safari Park
2 Wadi Wurayah National Park – Fujairah Municipality
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ministry of Climate Change and Environment
Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve
Dubai Aquarium
Emirates Airlines
Environment Agency – Abu Dhabi
Arcadis
Emirates Marine Environmental Group
IFAW

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Dubai Natural history group
University of Sharjah
Gems Private School
Birdlife International
Atlantis the Palm
Wildlife Protection Office
WKC group
Falcon Heritage and Sports Centre
CMS Office Abu Dhabi - UNEP
Maroum Conservation Reserve
Dubai Zoo
Dubai Customs
Al Ghurair University

24 Royal Shaheen Events
25 EWS -WWF
26 Zayed University
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Annex 3: WMBD Video Contest
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Annex 4: WMBD Social Media Photo Contest Winners
The jury awarded this
picture as first prize
because the Eurasian
Spoonbill is one of the
true migrants which
are seen in the UAE
during the winter
season. The picture
depicts a sense of
freedom this bird is
enjoying at Ras Al Khor
Wildlife
Sanctuary
which is protected
area in the UAE and a
sanctuary for many
migratory birds.

The Jury awarded the
above picture as a
second winner as
Kentish Plover is one
of
the
important
migratory birds which
breeds in the UAE. The
picture reflects that
the Kentish Plovers are
safe
and
fully
protected for the next
generation to flourish
in the wild instead of
being
caged
and
deprived of freedom.

The jury find the
lighting technique very
creative. The picture
also illustrates the
freedom enjoyed by
the gulls during their
migration period in the
UAE.
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Annex 5: Workshop outcomes
Diagram by Group One
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Diagram by Group Two
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Diagram by Group Three
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Diagram by Group Four
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Annex 6: List of Conservation programmes initiated by Dubai
Municipality
Nature Education
With the aim of enlightening its citizens on the value of the sanctuary as their natural heritage,
Dubai Municipality introduced environmental education facilities at RAKWS that highlights the
natural processes by which RAKWS will be sustained. Bird watch hides were put up for visitors to
view the plants, animals and habitats in the area. The hides constitute the first step towards a
comprehensive visitor education program. Visitors are officially allowed to enter the sanctuary
and go to specific vantage points through the bird watch hides. Lectures and practical
demonstrations are among the initiatives organized by the NRCS for the public to better
appreciate the importance of everyone’s role in the environment.
Mangrove Management
Since the mangrove planting done in the 1990’s, the mangrove population in the RAKWS has
been thriving. In some areas of the sanctuary, mangrove saplings were observed to be growing
in adjacent habitats. Constant monitoring, proper waste management and effective law
enforcement are among the factors that restored the health of the mangroves.
To ensure proper management of the mangroves, collaboration with other stakeholders is
continuously being strengthened. Mangrove habitat surveys are being conducted to monitor its
condition. Furthermore, private institutions participated in cleaning the mangrove areas as part
of the sanctuary’s awareness program.
Waterbird Ringing
In order to understand the behavior of the avifaunal migratory species, bird ringing is being
conducted in the RAKWS. Most of the species that were ringed so far are waders. A ringing
project was launched in late 2013 by Natural Resources Conservation Section, Environment
Department of Dubai Municipality aiming to tag migratory birds to determine their migratory
pathways for better management of its habitats. Hundreds of various water birds were ringed
/recaptured at the site during the last period.
Bird Counting
Part of the regular surveys that are being conducted is the determination of the monthly
population of the avifauna in the RAKWS.
Osprey Nests Installations
Some artificial osprey nests were built in various locations in the sanctuary to encourage the
bird breeding. The platforms were built on the telegraph and metal poles while local trees
branches and shrubs were used to build the nest with help of volunteers. Osprey frequently uses
the nest for perching and fishing.
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RAKWS Customer Satisfaction Survey
The general objective of the survey is to gather information between January – March 2016
about the effectiveness of The RAKWS management and customers satisfaction towards
services provided in the sanctuary. The survey aims to:
-

Determine characteristics of the visitors at RAKWS.
Determine visitor’s level of satisfaction
Assess the response of the visitors on the latest developments at RAKWS.
Evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the services provided at RAKWS.
Evaluate the effectiveness of new marketing strategy implemented to market RAKWS.

Sediment Analyses
Due to the dynamic developmental activities surrounding the RAKWS, the sanctuary has been a
depository of diverse effluents. To determine the level of macromolecules in the sediment of
the sanctuary, sediment analyses are conducted. The parameters of the analysis are Chromium,
Copper, Lead, Nickel and Zinc. According to the analysis, heavy metal zinc has the highest
concentration in the sanctuary while copper has the lowest.
Benthic Population Survey
The waders in the RAKWS depends on the faunal benthic population. This survey determines the
species and density of the population, which will also describe the food chain in the sanctuary.
Mangrove Density Survey
Among the challenges in the RAKWS is the expansion of the mangrove community and its
encroachment onto adjacent habitats. This survey is conducted to determine the area wherein
the mangroves are to be apportioned and controlled. The mean density of mangrove trees
ranged from 12 to 17 trees per 100 m² with an average tree density of 15 trees per 100 m².
Water Quality Analyses
The water quality in the RAKWS is periodically monitored to understand the ecological dynamics
the sanctuary is experiencing at any given time. The monitoring programme serves the following
purposes:
-

Indicate the state of health of marine waters.
Asses compliance with the statutory Water Quality Objectives (WQOs).
Reveal long-term changes in water quality.
Provide basis for the planning of pollution control strategies

Data between 2006 – 2015 shows that he average salinity in the RAKWS is 37.84 ppt while the
average pH is at 8.45. The average dissolve oxygen is at 9.02 mg/L. As for the levels of nitrates
and phosphates is .88 and .33, respectively
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